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Introduction
This thesis will discuss on the importance of women in our modern society,
including the way they have an impact to its overall development. In the past,
several traditions have portrayed women as less important compared to men.
This is the reason why a lot of restrictions were put on them back then. These
restrictions include giving a little right to education, voting, acquiring political
responsibilities, and more. In fact, there was even a time when women were
denied jobs. The only thing that society thought of women to do was to rear
children and keep their households well attended to.
There was no nation in the world with which the quality of women’s lives were
equal to those of men depending on factors including educational opportunities,
health status, employment, as well as political rights. In situations wherein they
were employed, they only get a job with a limited range of fields, and with a low
pay. Most of the time, they were treated with such low respect among their male
contemporaries. This situation was further determined by harassment and
sexual discrimination. Women were also confronted with discrimination at work
in terms of wage, spending long hours of unpaid work.
Regarding women as mothers, they do play a very important role since even
though motherhood was often viewed as an easy task, everybody knows that it
is never easy. A mother need to be aware of all the movement of her child,
giving her child nutritious food and good education. The first few years of a
child’s life are very important because they are the basis of the person that the
child will be in the future. Children were bound to their mothers, not to their
fathers, often due to the lack of time given to them. The authority was only
detained by the father, who were known, not only to punish their children, but
also showing violent reactions on them.
These days, however, things have changed rapidly. The Bill of Rights
currently stipulates that all people are equal, men and women alike. Anybody
can attend school and receive higher education, and perform functions in the
government. Women also need to have a workplace where they are treated with
full respect. Women have become dependent, placing their career as among
their priorities. The primary role of a mother is still viewed as something that is
very important, though it is not considered as an occupation. It may even be said
that even the way in which the children are reared has also changed. While
there were obvious “heads” of the family back then, roles have been divided
these days (Carter, 2003).
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Feminist Views
According to Jean Jacobs, a human is either a man or a woman (Jacobs,
1980). There is a distinction, however, between genders. From this idea on, it
can be said that all people are constituted by specific traits, characterizing them
as human beings, regardless of their culture and race. This also includes the
issue of mortality, which means that it is every person’s need to have food,
shelter, clothing, mobility, affiliation, cognitive capacities as well as concern for
other people.
Self-Autonomy
Self-respect is often considered as a very important requirement among
people, involving the sense of consciousness, dignity, worth and autonomy. It
can also involve being conscious about personal rights and capacities, as well
as being committed to responsibilities. The role of a mother develops selfesteem since it gives a new meaning to life, making a women feel more
complete and responsible for all her acts. It also marks her importance in the
society. Giving birth to a child brings greater humor and vitality, giving every
woman a new insight into the world. (Barnes, 2006).
Equality Among Women
The concept behind “equality” is considered as the main point of feminist
movements. It has been obvious long ago that women have remained in a
certain state of inferiority and subjugation. They can also be considered as
auxiliary to men, with most of their responsibilities being oriented towards their
husbands who are mentioned frequently as their master and lord. For example,
in Muslim countries, women are given with different rights when it comes to
marriage. The wedding, and the marriage as a whole, is arranged by the family
and the future husband. Most of the time, the future bride does not marry for
love, because it serves as a business for the family. Cases like these spur the
fact that equality among women is in danger according to culture.
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